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Arthur R. Marshall Foundation and Florida Environmental Institute, Inc. 

 
Public Comment on: 

 
Permitting Process Regarding Mining Impacts within the EAA 

 
 
The absence of a clear long-term plan for the EAA places risk management in the hands of the permitting 
process in a high risk situation.  Therefore we recommend paying closer attention to immediate requirements 
to counter near-term risks regarding a Herbert Hoover Dike breach, and long-term needs for Comprehensive 
Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP) to reduce risk of not meeting CERP goals and objectives.  The Report 
leaving rock mining to the permitting process falls short of giving full consideration to near-term and long-
term risks. This includes the need to avoid, temporarily, any rock mining or other development in the 
optimum path of relief for the Dike, and CERP implementation. 
 
Regarding the statement on page 12:  The SFWMD/ACOE are looking into the possibility of adding STA’s or 
reservoirs for future CERP expansion.  Their staff has said that a mining operation will not stop the ability of 
the Corps of Engineers and SFWMD from sending more water south if it is warranted in the future.   
 
This is not true for any mining in the area bordered by the Miami and North New River Canals, South form 
Lake Okeechoobee to Water Conservation Area 3 (WCA-3) per the map shown below.   In a 1994 ACOE 
Reconnaissance Study, a Plan 6 conveyance in this location was posited as the best plan to achieve CERP 
objectives and convey water south.  USACE is re-evaluating Plan 6; SFWMD has indicated reconsideration 
will take place in January 2008.   This reconsideration is backed by the entire conservation community.  
 

 
 
PRESENTLY THE PLAN 6 CONVEYANCE HOLDS THE ONLY POSSIBILITY OF PROVIDING A 
SIGNIFICANT “RELIEF VALVE” FOR THE HERBERT HOOVER DIKE NEAR TERM.  WITH NO 
OTHER PLAN, A HIGH WATER EVENT WOULD OTHERWISE POSE IMMINENT THREAT TO THE 
SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES, OWING TO THE CONDITION OF THE DIKE FOR THE NEXT 20 
YEARS.   LIVES AND HUGE PROPERTY DAMAGE ARE AT STAKE HERE.  
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The Plan 6 Conveyance of water south also appears the best way to relieve the estuaries from 
abnormal polluted water releases from Lake Okeechobee, near term.  It can be done quicker, better, 
cheaper than anything else on the drawing board. 
 
It also appears the only cost-effective means of achieving full decompartmentalization (DECOMP) 
through the EAA, a primary objective of CERP.   The DECOMP Project Delivery Team is currently 
evaluating the conundrum of other alternatives.    The only ones they have come up with is canal 
conveyance that is pump driven.   In their words:   This will drive O&M costs through the roof.  
 
In a SFWMD/ACOE/FWS and NGO (Everglades Foundation, NRDC, ArtMarshall.org) report to the 
National Research Council CERP Peer Review Committee, in Miami, Aug 29, 2007, it was unanimous 
consensus that the proposed EAA reservoirs did little to alleviate the current risks in the EAA, did not 
effectively lower the Lake substantially, and were of little ecologic benefit.   Stated needs pointed to a 
Plan 6 like-solution, however this was mentioned, and the approach briefed, only by the 
ArtMarshall.org. 
 
The SFWMD/ACOE, under pressure of consensus from the 10 County Coalition and the entire conservation 
community, regarding the need to convey more water south, it was announce at the July, 2007 Governing 
Board meeting that the Plan 6 conveyance would be reconsidered in January, 2008, after initial design of the 
future storage and Stormwater treatment areas 
 
We also know that Senator Bill Nelson has asked the District Engineer to revisit the cost-effectiveness and 
cost-benefits of a Plan 6 conveyance.   We were informed 9/7/7 that Senator Nelson is still awaiting a 
response.   
 
The value of Plan 6 as projected by the 1994 Recon Study is depicted below. 
 

 
 
From all this:  Is it not a rational conclusion that the Plan 6 conveyance, de facto, has been placed in the 
CERP foot-print by Senator Nelson, albeit informally, and owing to maximizing achievement of CERP 
planning objectives, that Plan 6 should have been placed in the CERP foot-print from the onset?!     
 
We have developed an economic model to compare the cost benefits of ASR, reservoirs and a Plan 6 
conveyance.    A first approximation indicates that a Plan 6 conveyance would provide $5 Billion in cost-
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savings and at least $10 billion in cost benefits and avoidance, with a minimum Benefit:Cost ratio of 5:1.  
Cost avoidance of preventing a dike failure has not yet been included in Benefit:Cost Ratio.  
 
The principal author of the Rock Mining study made a statement in public, as a County Commissioner 
substitute in the 10 County Coalition Meeting, that plan 6 provided the least ecological benefits.   This 
indicates a misunderstanding of Plan 6 statements in the Recon Study and/or a bias against such a flow-way.  
We never got an explanation of this statement, though we asked.  
 
We suggest that no mining should be allowed in the proposed Plan 6 conveyance area until a full-cost 
analysis of alternatives, based on the CERP life-cycle costs of the alternatives, is provided by 
SFWMD/USACE as noted above.  
 
On any proposed location of rock mining regarding the statement in ii, Therefore mining within the EAA 
would not be an impediment to CERP projects:    Because there is essentially no comprehensive plan in the 
EAA as to where flow and DECOMP might be needed, a suggestion that would make this study more 
complete, is a suggestion to include best location of rock mining, near-term.  
 
The Rock Mining study appears to take the rock miners approach:   Rock Mining is OK in the EAA, without 
much specification of where in the EAA?    
 
The primary goal of CERP is DECOMP (decompartmentalization).  However rock mining, along with 
reservoirs, and other development projects would result in even more compartmentalization in the EAA. This 
could be a road block between the Kissimmee-Okeechobee Basin, and the remaining historic Everglades. 
 
On Page 12, the report states:  The movement of water out of the EAA must be accomplished by pumping. 
 
THIS DOES NOT APPEAR THE CASE FOR A PLAN 6 FLOW PATH TO WCA-3 
 

 
 
The chart above, part of a brief in SFWMD Water Summit, indicates there is opportunity for more natural 
gravity-driven flow down a Plan 6 flow-way path (between the Miami and North New River Canal) to 
WCA3, decreasing the use of fossil fuel, thus to reduce carbon emissions.    
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As can be seen in the chart below, the water level stage in WCA-3 is always lower than the lake stage, even 
as the lake approached an historical low, with WCA-relatively full.    The real asset of the Lake-WCA-3 
stage differential occurs when the lake approaches 15 to 16 feet, affecting at least a 5 to 6 foot stage 
differential, increasing with higher lake stages.    
 

Lake Okeechobee – WCA-3 Stage Differential:  1978 – January, 2007 

 
 
Thus there is no problem with gravity flow down the path between the Miami and North New River Canal to 
WCA-3.   We recommended that this graph be incorporated in the subject report. 
 
In the 1994 Recon Study the ACOE rated the capacity of Plan 6 as 6660 cubic feet per second (1075 million 
gallons per day).   This is the equivalent of 215 ASR wells pumping at full capacity.  In the case of an 
extreme wet event, owing to increasing differential between the Lake and WCA-3 as Lake O water level is 
increased, it is axiomatic that flow rate (capacity) would be increased, thus further reducing risks of a 
potential Dike breach.   
 
In the need to store water during flood times, local subsidence pooling becomes a friend along this path; 
during dry times the same pools become man-made alligator holes and a friend to wildlife, especially wading 
birds. 
  
The EAA flow-way issue has not been addressed in a scientific manner since the 1994 USACE Recon 
Study.  In that study a plan 6 flow way was touted as the plan that met most CERP objectives.   Plan 6 has 
not been treated in a scientific manner in this Rock Mining report either. 
 
We hold that the above perspective much better addresses Issue 6 in the subject report:  What areas of the 
EAA may be beneficial for existing CERP projects or other future restoration project?   Evaluate 
interference between mining and these projects. 
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ISN’T THIS SORT OF “EVALUATION” THE TYPE OF INFORMATION COMMISSIONER MARCUS 
AND THE REST OF THE PALM BEACH COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ASKED FOR? 
 
On rock porosity, we know the geology in this area is a tighter than Dade County, however blasting may 
increase permeability locally.  If the pit fills up with water, the ground-water is flowing from somewhere, 
right?   A dye test is needed to fully ascertain ground water flow, or its absence, in a case by case basis owing 
to high variability of geology in the area.   For example,  PB ERM has looked at a couple of bore holes.   A 
few have proven saline.  We recommend amplification of comments on page 4, and incorporation of ERM 
preliminary findings.  
 
Regarding the statement on page 18:   The preceding information provides the technical reasoning why the 
movement of high chloride water from the EAA is not likely.  It would be interesting to have ERM restate the risk 
of movement of chloride water, and/or encounter it, as opposed to a "not likely" statement, which in risk 
assessments, is scientifically insufficient.  How likely probable as the other side of not likely probable?      
Likely = 1 – Not likely.  This also applies to the statement on page 25:  Previous data from the EAA has 
shown that not all areas have a high chloride concentration.    Previous ERM statements indicated that 
encountering excessive chloride concentrations might be as much a 50-50 probability. 
  
Regarding the statement on page 45:   Also, the water levels in the EAA are usually maintained only slightly 
below ground surface and  are several feet below the water levels maintained in the surrounding areas 
Definitive data are needed as to HOW MANY FEET?   
   
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT): economic impact study of curtailed rock mining.   Florida is 
already overbuilt, with more houses and condos on the market than there are people to occupy them.   
Additional building, and roads to support same, could force the Florida economy into a bigger housing 
recession than presently exists.   This appear to s a good time to assess total impacts of rock mining, with a 
few good tests to verify untested hypothesis, especially posturing of the government, and pay heed to the 
implications of the recent judicial decision on rock mining in Miami-Dade county.  
 
The FDOT approach does not appear to consider economic impacts from environmental degradation.    
FDOT has not included in their assessment, the fragmentation of endangered species habitat. 
 
An eco-risk assessment1 based on analysis of alternatives for decision support on rock mining in Palm Beach 
County is highly recommended.  The DRAFT PBC Rock Mining Study is not it.    
 
Please also address the issue of how blasting may fracture rock of otherwise low transmissivities.  Blasting to 
mine pits could increase movement of water and algal toxins out of the pits after mining is over.   
 
We suggest that dye tests be conducted e.g. where reservoir unit 1 is being constructed on the same rock 
formations, to see if there is the possibility of water moving in or out of pits blasted in the EAA 
 
Regarding the questions posed in Conclusions- Issues Raised:  A more complete set of facts is needed to 
answer these questions as part of a larger eco-risk assessment (ERA).    Given absence of any government 
endeavor to pursue an ERA for EAA alternatives, the ArtMarshall.org is taking this on.    
 
A better approach, along the lines of the Precautionary Principle, normally imposed in controversial 
situations where risks and uncertainty are difficult to quantify, would be to treat the U.S. Sugar/Stuart Mining 

                                                                 
1 REFERENCE:  Suter, Glenn; Ecological Risk Assessment; CRC Press, Taylor and Francis Group; Second 
Edition, 2006; Footnote: the approach is based on EPA/NRC Models.    
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proposal as a pilot project.  In the spirit of adaptive management we recommend collecting data, and 
evaluating cumulative impact, as part of an ERA.  
 
A recent law-suit by NRDC addresses the EAA Reservoir Cell 1 construction, another form of rock mining.  
The issues in the law suit may apply here:   Permit granted violated WRDA 2000, NEPA, and APA, by 
failing to complete an adequate EIS, project implementation report, project cooperation agreement, 
cumulative impact, etc.  Embedded in the EIS issue, is a consideration of endangered species act. 
 
It has come to our attention that the Author of the Report did not consider ACOE written inputs in their 
entirety, cutting much of the ACOE process section and re-writing other parts of it.  
 
Public Involvement?    As a matter of process, the initial and final drafts were never given the consideration 
of a noticed meeting and public comment, following the initial issues setting meeting.   At the previous 
meeting for comment, held at the County Department of Environmental Resources Management, the author 
of the draft made it clear that the meeting being held was not a public noticed meeting.  He also emphasized 
to a largely govt audience, that he alone would make the final decisions as to what went in this document, or 
words to that effect.  The County Commission scheduled for 2:15 PM will be the first time the public has had 
the opportunity to make public comment in a noticed meeting.    
 
In the conclusions section, on page 43 of the report, regarding the 16 numbered process improvement 
coordination suggestions, there is zero (0) mention of including stakeholders in the 16 processes.  
 
We suggest more noticed meetings and public involvement on these matters, for better adherence to 
government in the Sunshine policy. 
 
Respectfully Submitted for the record to the Palm Beach County Commission, 
 
//s// JAMarshall 
 
John Arthur Marshall, President 
www.ArtMarshall.org 


